Abstract: Tuning the characteristics of granular activated carbon bed (GAC-bed) in household water-filters would be a technique to maintain iron at the required-level in drinking water. In the present study the individual effects of the depth of GAC-bed and the size and porosity of GAC particles on the iron removing capacity are investigated experimentally. A spectrophotometer is used to measure iron-content in water. It is observed that iron removing capacity increases monotonically with the increase in bed-depth regardless of the size of GAC particles. It is also observed that the iron removing capacity decreases drastically with the increase in the size of GAC particles for any fixed bed-depth. Finally the porosity of GAC particles is found to affect the iron removing capacity. The higher the GAC porosity the higher is the iron removing capacity over the considered porosity-range. It is believed that the observations of present study would be useful in adjusting GAC-bed characteristics at the time of designing household water-filters to maintain iron at the required-level.
Introduction
Natural wearing of iron bearing minerals and rocks always leave iron in groundwater. 1 Industrial effluents, acid-mine drainage, sewage and landfill leachate also introduce iron into water. 1 The iron injected into human body via drinking-water is related to crucial biological functions. 2 The most important function that iron performs is the formation of hemoglobin which in turn carries and delivers oxygen to all oxygenrequiring cells of the body. 2 Iron is used in cellular metabolism and also required for the regular activities of numerous enzymes in the body. 3 Hence insufficiency of iron in the body can lead to irondeficiency, anemia and fatigue. 3, 4 It also can make human body more susceptible to infections. 3 On the other hand, the presence of iron in human body at an excessive-amount affects mental and nervous functions adversely. 5 It also can cause damage in bloodcomposition, lungs, kidneys, liver and other essential organs. 6 The drinking water is consequently required to contain iron in adequate proportions. According to the international standards, iron is required to be in the range of 0.1 -0.3 mg/L in drinking water. 7, 8 However the raw drinking-water is found to carry iron in excessive proportions in many geographical regions of Bangladesh. 7 Thus filtering the raw drinking-water is essential to make it safe for drinking purpose. As a result, various commercial household water-filters have traditionally been used to purify the water to be used for drinking purpose. 9 To observe experimentally the effect of waterfiltration, the drinking waters obtained from various sources were filtered by several household water-filters in laboratory prior to the present study. The average results of laboratory-testing are presented in Table 1 . It can be seen from Table 1 that the household waterfilters reduce the iron-content to 0.0055 mg/L while the minimum requirement of iron in drinking water is 0.1000 mg/L. 7, 8 This excessive reduction in ironcontent is certainly a threat for good-health unless an appropriate measure is taken to add iron separately at the right proportion before drinking the water. Hence the design and operation of household water-filters require more attention.
To filter-out minerals from water, the household waterfilters employ a GAC-bed due to the micro-porous structure, chemically-active surface and high surface area of GAC particles. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Tuning the characteristics of GAC-bed would therefore be a technique to maintain iron at the required-level in drinking water. Nevertheless proper experimental data on the effect of GAC-bed characteristics on the removal of iron from water is not available in literature. Hence the main objective of this study is to investigate the effect of 
Materials and Methods
The schematic of experimental setup used to determine iron removing capacities at various conditions is shown in Fig. 1 . The setup consists of a feed reservoir having 40 L volume, three columns made of acrylic and having 60 cm length and 6 cm diameter, and a drain tank having 10 L volume. There is a regulating valve below the underneath of feed reservoir to control the discharge flow rate. The feed reservoir is charged with water obtained mixing equal-volume of drinking waters from three different sources. The iron-content of mixed water is 0.693 mg/L. Iron-content in water is measured employing a scanning spectrophotometer. 18 Prior to the scanning in spectrophotometer for ironcontent, the water sample is mixed with FerroVer Iron Reagent (1, 10 phenanthroline) which recovers total soluble ferrous and ferric iron, as well as complex iron compounds and many insoluble iron forms.
Each column in Fig. 1 , which is to be charged with GAC particles for removing iron from water, is also accompanied with a pair of flow-regulating valves. The bottom of each column is equipped with a polymeric screen with 0.10 cm mesh size to prevent the GAC particles from leaving the bed. The activated carbon is collected from local supplier. The collected activated carbon is grinded using a small laboratoryscale ball-mill grinder. An ASTM sieve analysis is subsequently performed to obtain GAC particles of the average sizes of 0.120, 0.155, 0.204, 0.287 and 0.406 cm. To remove foreign dirt from GAC particles, the particles are washed carefully with distilled water. The washed particles are finally dried in an oven at 102 o C for 24 hrs to eliminate moisture. For quantifying the porosity  of GAC particles, it is required to define porosity by the equation given below: (1) where V b and V p are respectively the bulk volume and pore volume of GAC particles. V b is measured by displacement method with the help of a calibrated Pycnometer. 19 On the other hand, V p is measured experimentally by a gas expansion porositymeter. 20 The depth of GAC-bed in a column is measured by calibrated scale.
In the course of the operation in experimental setup, the feed-water is discharged from the reservoir through the columns filled with GAC particles as shown by grey-shade in Fig. 1 keeping the valves associated with the columns open. The water samples are then collected simultaneously from the outlet of each column right after a fixed time of two minutes counted from the moment at which water starts to appear in the outlet of each column. The iron-contents in the collected water samples are measured in the scanning spectrophotometer as described earlier. 19 The difference in iron-content between the feed-water and collected sample-water is taken as the measure of the iron removing capacity at the respective condition. The iron removing capacity at i th condition is defined mathematically by the equation given below:
Iron removing capacity i = % 100 . , . .
where C iron.feed and C iron.outlet are the iron-contents of feed and outlet waters respectively. C iron.feed remains fixed throughout the full course of this study. The arithmetic mean of the iron removing capacities of three columns under an identical condition is used as the average iron removing capacity for the same condition.
Results and Discussion
The effect of GAC-bed depth on the iron removing capacity is discussed at first. The individual effects of the size and porosity of GAC particles on iron removing capacity are analyzed subsequently. Bulletin 18(2015) 1-5 ©BangladeshUni.ofEngg.&Tech 3
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Effect of the depth of GAC-bed
The depths of GAC-bed considered in this investigation are ranged from 1.5 to 13.0 cm. The effect of bed-depth on the iron removing capacity is studied for two different sizes of GAC particles such as 0.287 and 0.406 cm. The effect of bed-depth is investigated at two different sizes to ensure the reproducibility of experimental observation. It is seen from Fig. 2 that the iron removing capacity increases monotonically when the bed-depth is increased from 1.5 to 13.0 cm for both particle sizes. This is probably due to the reason that the contact or retention time of iron-containing water in the GAC-bed increases with the increase in bed-depth. The higher the bed-depth the higher is the iron removing capacity. Hence adjusting bed-depth can be a means to maintain iron at the right proportions in drinking water.
Effect of the size of GAC particles
The average sizes of GAC-particles used for investigating their effect on iron removing capacity are 0.120, 0.155, 0.204 and 0.406 cm. Two fixed beddepths of 3.0 and 5.0 cm are used. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that iron removing capacity decreases drastically with the increase in GAC particle size for the both beddepths. It can therefore be concluded that iron removing capacity of GAC-particles decreases remarkably with the increase in their size. As a reason of this effect, it is hypothesized that when the size of GAC particles increases, the surface area available for removing iron from water decreases resulting in a corresponding decrease in iron removing capacity. Thus tuning the size of GAC-particles is certainly an option to keep iron-content at its required values in drinking water.
Effect of the porosity of GAC particles
Being related to the surface area intrinsically the porosity of GAC particles is anticipated to affect the iron removing capacity. The effect of porosity is consequently studied considering four different GAC samples with porosity ranges from 0.181 to 0.566. The size and bed-depth of GAC samples used are 0.407 and 5.0 cm respectively. It can be seen from Table 2 that iron removing capacity is extremely low at the GAC porosities of 0.181 and 0.274. However the observations at these two porosities reveal that iron removing capacity tends to increase with the increase in porosity. This behavior becomes obvious when the porosity is increased more from 0.274 to 0.521. There is a huge increase (0.70 to 18.84%) in the iron removing capacity when the porosity is increased from 0.274 to 0.521. The increasing behavior of iron removing capacity remains valid if the porosity is increased further from 0.521 to 0.566. As a result it is stated that the iron removing capacity of GAC particle increases monotonically with the increase in porosity over the range taken into consideration in this study. This result is related to an established principle. It is known that the increase in porosity always tends to increase the surface area of porous materials. The increased surface area in turn functions to enhance both the physical/chemical phenomena. Hence the observed effect of the porosity of GAC particles is believed to be caused from the resulted change in the surface area of GAC particles. Nevertheless the porosity of GAC particles can also be considered as a variable to control iron-content in drinking water. 
Conclusion
Iron in drinking water is to perform a number of crucial biological functions in human body. It is therefore always required to be present at the right proportions in drinking water. A GAC-bed is mostly used in household water-filters to refine water to be used for drinking purpose. Hence the individual effects of GAC-bed characteristics (i.e. bed-depth and the size and porosity of GAC particles) on iron removing capacity are studied experimentally in the present research. An increase in the depth of GAC-bed is found to increase the iron removing capacity substantially over the entire range of bed-depth considered. However the size of GAC particles exhibits a substantial reverse effect. It is observed for different fixed bed-depths that the higher the size of GAC particles the lower is the iron removing capacity. Finally the increase in the porosity of GAC particles is also found to increase the iron removing capacity remarkably. All these experimental observations prove the feasibility of tuning GAC-bed characteristics in household water-filters as a technique to control iron content in drinking water. The results presented here can subsequently be utilized for the development and validation of proper mathematical model to represent the influences of GAC-bed characteristics on iron removing capacity at various conditions. 
